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, i%DO-21062

NRC'UESTIONS DATED O'UNZ 30, 2978p VITH RESPONSES

QUESTION 020.64

The data base fz'om urhich chugging Eoads on doumcomers @as developed indicates
that Eateral.Eoads vere also observed at vent clearing. These loads >vere as

high as 3.5 kips (See Table 3-3 of NZDE-21078-P). Therefore, it is ouz pqsi-
tion that a design load not less than 3.5 kips be speci fied foz» domrcomers

during vent clearing. This static equivaEent load shouEd be used for each

pEant un',th a vent naturaE frequency Eess than 7 Hz. Por a vent naturaE fze-
quency greater than 7 Hz a higher vent cEearing static equivalent load shouEd

be specified and J'ustified.

RESPONSE

As indicated in the Application Memorandum for Phases 1; II, and IIIof the
4T test series (NEDE 23678P), no significant EatezaE Eoads vere observed

betaken the start of the tests and the onset of chugging. However, in the

referenced tests (data TabEe 3-3 of BEDE 21078), static equivalent measure-

ments of Eateral loads up to 3. 5 kips vere observed. These loads are unique

to the test setup (Zigures 3-1, 3-1A, 3-2 and 3-3 of NEDE 21078); and are

not applicable to either the 4T facility oz the Mark II containment.

In the test facility where the 3. 5 kip static equivalent loads vere measured

no dryveEE volume e~sted except for the aiz occupying the vent Eine prior
to valve opening. In contrast to the 4T facility or a i5zrk 1'I containment,

the refer enced facility vented a very small quantity of non-condensable gas

to the pool followed by immediate steam condensation. 1'n these tests nrith-
out a dryveEE, the vent pressui e typically increased by approximately 1 to
1.5 ATM while the smaEE air voEume cleared, then dropped appro~tely 2 ATM

as condensation of the following steam commenced. This loss in vent pres-
suz e,is evidence of the Eoss of the bubble at the vent e~t and an attendant
z'eentzy of mter into the vent.

The bubble coElapse in the zefezenced facility (similaz to a chugging event)

caused the EateraE load (during vent clearing) which should not have occuz ed

if a drytueEE vere pzesent. The 4T oz'azk II dryveEE mould continue aiz floe
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t1FEDO-22 062

NRC QUESTIONS DATED O'U1lE 30, 2978, PITH RESPONSES

QUESTION 020:64 — continued

to the bubbEe at the vent exit that auld be gzadually diEuted vith a
Lazgez'loe

of steam which in itseEf is cepabEe of maintaining a positive bubble at
the vent exit. In the absence of a coEEapsing vent exit bubble, lateral
Eoads skuld not be expected to occur duzing the 4T oz Mark II vent cleaz'ing
transients; this nxrs confirmed in the 4T tests. 'he DZZR methodology is
consistent anth these resuEts.

The dcmncomer vents are designed to accommodate the Eatez'al loads occurring
during chugging; these loads bound the vent cEearing lateral load design
consideration for the doumcomer vents.

QUESTION 020. 65

The data base (NZDE-22078P) from which the chugging load specification foz
~omers ms developed users obtained vith a vent configuzation unencumbered

by fEanges oz other protuberances located in the vicinity of the vent exit.
It is ouz position that these load specifications are not applicable to any
Mazk II'lants arit vents which aze fl~ed at the vent e~t. Either the
vent exit fEanges shouEd be removed or additionaL steam tests shouEd be

conducted an'th a vent exit fEange.

RZSPO1FSE

Zlanges oz other pzotubezances located in the vicinity of the vent exit have

been zemoved fzom aEE plants covered by the @uk II pzogzam.

QUESTION 020. 66

The static equivaEent load foz' doumcomer depends on the naturaE fz equency

of the domtcomer. The current load specification of 8.8 kips vms obtained
in a test facility uith a domaomer naturaE fz'equency of about 7 Hz. This
Eoad has not been demonstrated to be conservative for doumcomers arit a

higher natuzal frequency. Zoz a vent naturaE fz'equency greatez'han 7 Hz,

a higher Eatezal Eoad shouEd be sveci fied and justified. Additional
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NEDO-22062

NRC QUESTIONS DATED JUNE 30, 2978, WITH RESPONSZS

QUESTION 020.66 — continu'ed

information is needed to establish a static equivaEent load foz doumcomez s

urith a natural fzequency gzeatez than 7 Hz. In, addition, ve requize that
each Ma k 2I pEant pz'ovide an evaluation of the doumcomera utilizing the
dynamic fozcing function in Task A.23 in the Mark II supporting program an

confirmation of the static equivaEent Eoad evaluation. The static equi-
vaEent and the dynamic loads f'or the doumcomers described above aze based

on tests un',th doumcomez diameters of 24 in. or Eess. AdditionaE informa-
tion urill have to be provided to establish Eatezal loads for doumcomer

urith a larger dumreter.

RESPONSE

Certain pEants covered by the Mark II supporting pzogram employ vent systems

urith natuzal fzequencies greater than 7 Hz. To confirm that the 8.8 kip
static equivaEent load is adequate for design assessment, alE Muk II vent
systems urilE be anaEyzed for the dynamic forcing function defined in Task A.23

of the Mark II program. ResuEts uriEE be presented for NRC review by appEi-
cants on an individual basis.

QUESTION 020.67a Referring to Section 4.3.2 of DZZR (NEDO-22062-P, Rev. 2).

a. 2't is noted that the force magnitude distribution employed foz the
probabilistic analysis of multiple doumcomer loading ia taken from
Table 3-6 of NZDE-22078-P. These data vere obtained duz'ing steam

bloudoum un'th significant air admixture (Tests 5 and 7). Thus, they
do not correspond to 0he "erst" Eoading case (0% air admi"ture)
which yieEds the 8.8 kip maximum EatezaE Eoad specification. Ve

require that the multipEe ~orner loading be modi fied so as to
be consistent urith this uerst case distribution.

RZSPONSZ

The force magnitude distzibution data fo the 0% aiz admixture tests is not
avaiEable for the tests repozted in NEDZ-22078-P. To conservatively incoz-
porate the effects of 0% air admixture into muEtiple doumcomer analysis, the
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tEDO-22062

NRC QUESTIONS DATED JV1lE 3'0, 2978, V1'T8 RESPONSES

QVEST1'ON 020.67a — continued

foz'ce per donrncomer from Ziguze 4-20 of the DZZR (NEO-22062-P, Rev. 2)

tuiEE be multiplied by the factor 8.8/7.0 = 2.26 foz design assessment nn.th

a vuzzimmr of 8.8 kips pez vent. The basis for this factoz is that the force
magnitude distzibutions fzom TabEe 3-6 of NEDE-22078-P (foz which the maxi-
mum Eoad is approximately 7 kips) are related to the expected distzibution
foz'% aiz'dmix uze tests (foz which the maximum Eoad is 8.8 kips accozd-

ing to the ratio 8.8/7.0 = 1.26). This assumes that the foz'ce magnitude
distribution shi fts by the factor 2.26 for the 0% air admixtuze tests, thereby
conservativeEy incorporating the effects of 0$ aiz on the curzent DZFR methodo-

Eogy foz multipEe douzncomer Eoadings.

b. Since the dizection of the combined Eoads from multiple donzncomers

is arbitrary, assumption 2 of the anaEysis is unJ'ustified. Ve

z'equire that the magnitude of the resultant of aEE forces be

employed to define multiple douwcomer loads. The analysis and

results (Zigures 4-20 and 4-20a) should be modified accordingly.

RESPONSE

The methodology under lying assumption 2 can be sholem to be correct, so that
no changes in Figures 4-10a aze zequired.

The assumption and its context are as follows:

"4. 3. 2. 4. 2 Analysis

"A probabilistic analysis of simultaneous lateral Eoading on groups of
donmaomer vents has been performed in the manner of Appendi= B of Refezence 2.

The anaEysis used these assumptions:

"2. The angle of the chugging fozce on a single doumcomer is random

and is uniformly distributed around the horizontal pEane.
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NRC QUESTIONS DATED JUNE,80, 1978, VITR RESPONSES

QUESTION 020. 67b — continued

"2. Since the component of the chugging force in a paz ticulaz'irection
is. of intez'est, the force magnitude distribution is multiplied by

the distribution of t..e cosine of the angle of the force.

The question is interpreted to be on the assumption that the doumcomer group

Eateral chugging force of interest is the one in a particular dizection, not
the resultant force.

A static equivalent EatezaE force is to be calcuEated at exits of various
sized groups of doumcomers, due to chugging. The value foz each gzoup is
to have a pzedetermined ecceedance probability, and is calculated under

specific technical assumptions listed in NEDE-21061-P. The structural
designer applies the force in each of severaZ directions in the horizontal
plane -for appropriate donmcomer gz'oup sizes. The question is whether the

probability distribution of group latez'aZ.force should be that of the magni-

tude of the zesuEtant Eatez'aZ force over many pool chuga (i.e., simultaneous

chugs at alZ dcnumomers in the group), as advocated in the NRC question, oz

that the distribution shouEd be that of the EateraE force aEong any one chosen

orientation, as defined in the DZZR.

To iElustrate why the distzibution in only one orientation shouEd be used,

consider any one anaEysis which the structural designez nriZZ pez form. In
the analysis, the chosen group EateraZ force uriZZ be applied in one diz ection,
e.g., 6 = 0. A group EateraE force value acting in that direction (having the

desized ezceedance probability) is zequized. The underEying gz'oup lateraE

force distz'ibution for the pz'obabiEity statement can be formed by considering

a series of pool chugs. In the first pool chug, a different random single
dcmncomer Zateral force is applied to each- ~orner in the group in a random

orientation. The aingEe doumcomer force distribution is stated, and the

orientation dis ribution is assumed to be uniform around 3600. The resultant
of the group lateral force can be found, but uriZZ have only a ceztain componen
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NZDO-21061

NRC QUEST1'ONS DATED JUNE 30, 1978, VZTH RESPONSES

QUEST2'ON 020.67b - continued

acting in the e = 0 orientation being analyzed. Repeating this process foz
each pooE chug rdould buiEd up a histogram of group Eatezal fozces in the e = 0

orientation. ZquivaEently, the histogzam of group Eatez'al foz'ce at 8 = 0

couEd be formed by finding just the e = 0 component of each single dommomer

Eatez'al force, and summing these ovez all doumcomers in the gzoup, foz'ach
pool chug. (Rathez'han carzying out this simulation pzocedure, the proba-
bility distribution of gzoup latezal force at e = 0 is actuaEly found by

convoEution, as described belord.) The resulting distzibution of group Eatez'al

foz*ce oriented to e = 0 is then treated in the manner described in i'lZDE-21061-P

to fuEfilE the desired probability statement for many pooE chugs, and the
dourncomer group Eateral force required for the analysis in the 8 = 0 orienta-
tion is obtained.

The same probability statement applies to domcomer gzoup Eatezal forces in
other orientations to be, investigated. Moreover, due to the assumption that
singEe dommomer lateral forces are uniformly distributed in e, the foregoing
analysis at e = 0 is equally applicable at any other e; it need not be repeated
for the othez values of e; the same gz'oup foz'ce value is used for analysis in
the othez orientations.

Zoz information, the convoEution method actuaEly used to form the histogram

of gz'oup Eatezal force at e = 0 is described as follows. ~ majoz stages of
convolution aze used. Zn the first stage, the distributions of single doum-

comez Eatez'al force Z and of orientation component cos e az'e disczetized into
ceEls. To find the component in the e = 0 ozientation of each Z in the dis-
tribution, Z ~ cos e is zequired (e being measured from e = 0). To form he

distribution of Z ~ cos e (in pEace of the distribution of Z), r + cos

is found e=iuzus ively foz aEE combinations of Z and cos e celEs; at the some

time, the probability of each Z ~ cos e pzoduct is the pzoauct of the pro-
bability in each Z and cos e cell, since Z and e values are assumed to occuz

independently. Collecting ." ~ cos e products into celEs and summing the
probabilities for each entry gives a histogz'am of Z " cos 8 foz' single
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NRC PUESTIONS DATED JUNE 30, 2978, VITH RESPONSES

g*.» — 'd
dcencomer, as required. This is the distribution of singEe dcmncomer Eatezal
foz'ces oriented in one chosen e = 0 orientation. In the second stage, Z ~ cos e

vaEues are summed ovez'EE ~omera in the group by the same convolution
process of forming the sums, ovez the numbez of incomer s in the group, of
all comoinations of Z " cos e ceEEs exhaustively, together un,th the corres-
ponding probabilities found as the products of the probabilities of the parti-
cipating cells. In this sly, a histogram of'atezal force of the group of
doumcomers in the 8 = 0 orientation can be formed.

This explanation of hm the gz'oup EateraE force distribution for a pazticuEar
orientation is found and used clarifies shy 0he group fozce probability dis-
tribution in a particuEar orientation zathez than the resultant gz'oup fozce
distribution is appropriate for the appEication.

QUESTI'ON 020.67c Referring to Section 4.3.2 of DFZR (NEDO-22062-P, Bev. 2)

c. The 'resuEts ahonm in Ziguze 20-4-a implies that a singEe doumcomer

uriEZ experience an infinite Eoading. This „is obviousEy incorrect
and suggests that the referenced figure ia in error. Pzovide a

corrected version of this figure.

BESPONSE

Zigure 20-4-a of DZZR Revision 2 (GZ Company Proprietazy) has been corzected
and is provided aa Figure 4-53» in the Proprietary Supplement to DFZR Bevision 3

(NEDE-22062-P) submit ed to the rVBC on J'une 30, 2978. This coz ection mzs

effected by a=changing titles on the ordinate and abscissa awhile retaining the
orientation of the curve and extending it to the limits of the graph.

qUESTION 020. 68

Based on ouz'eview of t'e 4T test repoz'ts (NEDE-23442P-02, rVZDE-23468P)

and the Phase I; Ic, IiiApplications Memorandum dated January 2977, it is
ouz position that the specification for ma"imum pooE meZZ eEevation account

propez Ey foz observea trends arith submezgence and state of the blombam fluid.
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NEDO-21062

NRC QUEST2'ONS DATED O'UNE 30, 1978, VITE RESPONSES

Ve require that the maximum pooE meZZ elevation specification consist
of'he

maximum af eithez 2.5'times submezgence oz that pzedicted by the pooE

meZZ anaEytical modeL using a poEytropic exponent of 1.2 for vetveZZ aiz
compression.

RESPONSE

The pooE meZZ anaEyticaE modeE is used to predict buEk pool mell tz'ans-

ient velocity and accelezation for purposes of calcuEating impact and drag
Eoads on structures located tuithin the meZZ zone. The model is excessively
conservative foz prediction of'axivnon pool meZZ height oz vetureZZ air-
space compression. The specification of ma~ mreZZ height in NEDO-22062

nn'll be modi fied to be the greatez'f:
2'. 2.5 vent submergence oz

2. the elevation corresponding to the dr~eZZ flooz uplift
diffez'ential pzessure used for design assessment.

The pool surface elevation corresponding to this mazivwn vetureZZ aizspace

compression uriZZ be caEculated assuming a poLytropic pzocess arit an exponent

of 2.2.

QUESTION 020. 69

Ouz revim and anaEysis of the data base (4T tests and EPRI'esults) foz
upvm'd dP suggests that the 2.5 psi specification is inadequate for ceztain
Hark 2'1'Eants. Ve zequire that the current spec~ication be zeplaced by:

i&UP = 8.2 - 44Z (psi)
DPUP = 2.5 (psi)

0 <Z<0.23
Z > 0.23

where P is a pEant unique parameter defined by

AB'AP VS
2

VD'AV)
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NEDO-22062

NRC QUZSTIONS DATED O'UNZ 30, 2878, WITH RESPONSES

QUESTION 020.69 - continued

with AB = break azea

AP = net pooE area

AV = total vent area

VS = veMeEZ air space volume

VD = dryvell volume

RZSPONSE

The pEant unique parameter correlating pool meEZ uplift differentiaE pres--
sure on the dryueEE flooz nriZE be caEculated by each applicant and pzovided

for NRG'eview on an individual basis.

QUZSTION 020. 70

The DPPR (NZDO-22061) methodology for estimating steady state dzag loads on

submerged sructures is unacceptable foz those cases vhere the structures
represent signi ficant blockage,to the pooE mzter sEug motion. Ve require
that the dz'ag coefficients used to compute the loads be modified accozding

to traditional literatuze references which take account of the effect of
blockage.

RESPONSE

Structures such as the bracing that support doumcomer vents exyerience drag

loads as a zesuEt of'he pool outer slug motion.„, The distance between bracing

pipes ranges fz'om virtually touching to far apart. The bracing lies in a pEane

perpendicular to the pooZ slug motion, i.e., an orientation knows in the

Eitez'atuz e as a side-by-side configuration. The dz'ag coefficients, Cd,
foz'his

condition can be analyzed by considering the ideaZized case of'u'o
cylinder's located side by side (see Figure 2).
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NEDO-21 061

NRC QUESTZONS DATED O'VNE 30, 1978, VZTR RESPONSES

qLESTZON 020.70 — continued

d 2

Ziguze 1

Zor values of R> approximately 3d, the literature shoals no intez fezence

effects, and the drag is accuz'ately pzedicted by considering the cylindez s

independently of each other. Zor values of E less than approximately 3d,

the effects of the sheez Eayez interaction between the Sewer'boundary Eayez

of 81 arit the upper boundary Eayer of 82 resuLts in a lowering of the vaEues

of CD (see Ziguz'e 1). Vhen R = d (or vhen the cylindezs touch),'he CD can

be estimated as that of a fEat plate of length 2d.

Anothez idealized situation caEled the tandem arzangement is discussed in
the Eiteratuz'e. Although this arrangement is not directly applicable to vent

bracing, it may be representative of other submerged structures located in
some suppression pools. The tandem arrangement is illustzated in Zigure 2.

Ziguze 2
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NRC QUESTIONS DATED O'VlFE 30, 2978, VZTH RZSPONSES

g * . - '

The discussion can be simplified by'onsidezing three separate regions:
a) a> approz&nately 30d, no interfez'ence, b) approximately 3d <R< approxi-
mateEy 30d partial interfezence, and c) d <a< appro~tely 3d mutual intez-
fezence. Zoz region a), no interference effects emst and the structures can

be analyzed independently of one anothez. Zoz'egion b) partial interference
occurs; only the doumstream structure 82 is affected (see Figure 2). The

upstream structuze $2 does not "see" the doe~stream one. 2n aEE cases of
interference, the.dz'ag coefficient CD is less than it mould be anthout the

infEuence.of the upstream cylindez'. This is because the nxzke of the upstzeam

cyEinder introduces turbulence into the incoming flcnu; that the doumstream

cylinder experiences this turbulence hastens the onset of boundary-layer
transition of 82, thereby Ecnuering the value of CD. For region c) mutuaE

interfezence occurs arit CD for 82 being Eourer a)bile CD foz 82 is larger.

CD for 82 inczeases because of''deleterious intez ference effects on the rake

formation. However, the ma:eumvn increase is about 20% and occuzs at about

a = d.

Summarizing the above discussion, for evaEuation of submerged structure dzag

loads the steady-state drag coefficient, C> shouEd be treated as follcnus:

(i) Case 2 (Zigure 2):

Zoz R> 3d, use steady-state C as befoze.

For 2.2d <i< 3d, use steady-state C as befoze.

Zoz E< 2.2d, use steady-state CD foz a fEat plate of
arith 2d normal to floe.

(ii) Case 2 (Zigure 2):

Zoz a> 30d, use steady-state CD as before.
Zoz'd <R< 30d, use steady-state CD as befoze.

Zoz R< 3d, muEtipEy the steady-state CD by 2.2, for
structure $2; for structure g2 - use CD as before.
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NEDO-22062

NRC QUESTIONS DATED O'VNE 30, 2978, PITH RESPONSES

QUESTION 020. 70 — continued

Among the moze impoztant refezences used vere the foEEoving:

2. C. Dalton and J. M. Szabo, "Drag on a Group of Cylinders"
Transactions of the ASME, J'ournaE of Pressure VesseE Technology,

pages 152 - 257, Zeb. 2977.

2. M. M. Zdravkovich, "Reviev of ZEov Inter ference Betveen Tvo Circulaz
Cylinders in Various Arrangements", Transactions of the ASME, J'ournaE

of ZEuids Engineering, page 26, Decembez 2977.

QUESTION 020.72

In the response to iVRC questions M020. 58(4) (NRC questions dated d'anuary 24,

2977) it is stated that "CalcuEations of pool mell foz'ark IL containments

using the anaEyticaE modeE utiEize the appropriate calculated dzyveEZ pres-

suree

response (NEDM-10320) as an input. " I't is ouz'osition that the speci-
fication of pressuz'e history is an essential eEement of the DZZR methodoEogy

and that the paz'ticuEaz choice cited above has not been demonstrated to be

appropriate.

To J'ustify such use, ve require that pool mell calcuEations be made foz
selected 4T tests using dryveEE pressure zesponse computed according to
NEDM-10320 in Eieu of the measured dryveEE pzessure histories. The selected
4T tests are-the tvo saturated Eiquid blovdovns made during the phase I'I
test series (Runs 36 and 37). The response (pool svell elevation, velocity,
bubbEe pressuze) calculated in this manner should be compared vith measured

values and vith similar caEcuEations made using the measuzed dryveEE pressure
histories.

RESPONSE

Zor Mark LI'Eant design assessment, the caEcuEated dryveEZ pressure response

(NEDM-10320) has been conservativeZy chosen as inpu to the Mark Il'ooZ sveZE

model. To illustrate this conservatism, the pooE mell model caEculations vere

performed for 4T test runs 36 and 37 using the computed dryveZZ pzessuze zesponse
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NEDO-22062

NRC QUESTIONS DATED O'UNE 30, 2978, iVITH RESPONSES

QUESTION 020. 72 — continued

(according to NEDM-20320) as input. These calcuEations vere compared to both
the measured 4T pooE sureZZ response and the pool meEZ caEcuEations using the
measured 4T dr~eEE pressure histories. The corresponding pooE mell eEeva-

tion, veEocity, and bubble pressure are plotted in the attached figuz'es.

The pooE suz face eEevation curves (Zigures 2 and 2) shou that results using
NEDM-10320 dryveEE pressures yield pool a~eEE eEevations reich exceed the
measuzed 4T test data, and aEso exceed the results obtained using the 4T—
measuzed drpvell pressure.

- The pooE suzface veEocity (Zigures 3 and 4) curves iEEustzate that the maxi-
mum velocities caEculated using NEDDY-20320 pressures az e greater (as in run 37)

oz comparable (as in run 36) to those measuz*ed in the 4T tests. Additionally,
pool suz face veEocities using NEDM-20320 input consistently e~ceed the veloci-
ties caEcuEated using the 4T measured drpmZZ pzessures.

The bubbEe pressure curves (Ziguzes 5 and 6) shm that bubbEe pressures
calcuEated using NEDM-20320 &yveEE pressures pz'ovide an upper bound on

both the measuz'ed 4T data and the caEculated values using the measur ed 4T

drys ZZ pz essure.

Based on the above results, using the caEcuEated dr~eEE zesponse (using
NEDM-10320) foz'ooZ sureZZ calcuEations z'esults in conservativeEy-predicted
pooE meEZ par ametez's foz'esign assessment.

UEST1'ON 020. 72

The DZZR imvact Eoad speci fication for small structuzes is inadequate. The

cuzrent Eoad specification consists of a peak pressure-velocity cozrelation
developed fzom the Mark IIIPSTZ tests. The peak pressuze is used in con-
J'unction arith an "average" 7 msec duz'ation to compEetely define a pressure
vulse. The use of the same 7 duzation for all situations has not been J'usti-
fied, thus the current speci fications a'ze incomplete. Ve require that the
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QUESTZON 020. 72

Eoad specification be modi fied so as to estabEish a conservative pulse for
alE Mark ZZ anticipated situations of taz'get geometry, target size, pool fEat-
ness and pool appzoach velocity.

RESPONSE

The impact pz essures presented in Ziguz es 4-34, 4-35, and 4-36 of DZZR are

actual test data. These pzessuzes do indeed depend on the vidth of the target
and the fEatness of the approaching pool surface. I'n the Mazk II'uppzession
pooE the pool suz face is reEatively fEat; thezefoze alE of the PSTZ impact test
data using circumferentiaE targets are prototypicaE of the Mazk ZI'onditions.
rrrthermore, the type and the sizes of the targets tested vere aEso proto-
typical of the Mark ZZ pEants. The Eoad specification in DZZR is therefore
a diz ect application of the test data vithout any extrapolation.

Vith zegards to the duzation of the load, the DZZR specified 7 milli-seconds.
The 7 miEEi-seconds duzation vas chosen because it is the most representative
time duration based on tests using circumferential targets.

The Brookhaven National Laboratory z'eport "I'mpact Loads on Structures Above

Mark ZI'ontainment Pools," George Maise, Zebruary 2, 2978, indicates that
the peak pzessuze duzation is dependent on target geometzy and size, pooE

fEatness, and pool approach velocity. The Mark ZI'vners concuz'hat the

concerns raised by the Maise repozt az'e technically sound.

The Mark ZI'Eants are investigating the effects of'he vaziables mentioned

in the Maise zeport ori the structural amact loads and the corresponaence

betveen PSTZ pool svell and effected Mzrk ZI'ool mell. The results of
these inves igations vill be used to vezify the current DZZR impact pzessuze

methodoEogy described above.
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NRC QUESTIONS DATED J'VNE 30, 1978, VITH RESPONSES

QUESTION 020.73

Based on our review of 14 test zeports, application memozandums and the

pool sureZZ analytical model zeport (NEDE'-21544-P), it is ouz'osition that

the specification of pool meZZ velocity accozding to the analytical model

prediction does not pzovide sufficient mazgin to covez uncertainties in the

measuzements. Ve estimate th" s uncertainty to be on the order of ~ 20%.

Accordingly, ve require the addition of a 10% margin to the values predicted

by the analyses foz pool mell velocity.

RESPONSE

In the report NEDE-21544-P, the pool aueZZ phenomenon ups modeled according

to. Mo sets of assumptions.

The fizst set of'ssumptions, called the "best estimate assumptions, " is
presented in Section 6.4 of'EDE-21544-P. The objective of these assumptions

is to model the pool mreZZ phenomenon to match the 42'est resuZts. Zn the

context of these assumptions, the uncertainty in the computation of the maxi-

mum pool meZZ velocity is appzoximately + 10$ vhen compared with the test
z esults.

The second set of'sswnptians, called the "applications assumptions," is pze-

sented in Section 6. 7 of NEDE-21544-P. 2'hese assumptions are z ecommended for
design calculations. According to these assumptions, the predicted ma~
pool mell velocity is higher than the observed ma~ velocity from the

42'ests.

The majoz difference in the tm sets of'ssumptions is in the modeling of the

floe from the dryveZZ to the veMeZZ through the doumcomer vents. Vndez the

best estimate assumptions, an air-steam mixture is allotted to floe from the

dryveZZ to the vetveZZ aftez the emulsion of the aiz'n the vents; in
application assumptions only aiz is aZZoved to floe thzough the vents. 2'he

latter results in an incz eased buDDle pzessuze and higher acceleration of the

pool suz'face, hus pz'oducing a higher pool sveZZ veloci y compared to the

z esuZts fzom he 4T tests.
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NRC QUESTIONS DATZD JUNE 30, 2878, WITH RESPONSES

QUESTION 020. 73 — continued

The analytical model for pzedicting the Mark IIpool mell phenomenon used

the second set of assumptions vhere only aiz mrs aEEoved to floe fzom the

dr~eEE to the vetveEE. This is a very conservative assumption resulting
in computed pool FEZ velocity that is higher than shat skuld be expected

in the actual case. AdditionalEy, using the caEcuEated dr~eEE pzessure
fz'om NEDM-20320 as the fozcing function for the pooE snreEE analysis is an

added conservatism of the ovezaEl pooE aueEL methodology. A quantitative
measure of this conservatism is demonstz'ated in the response to Question

M020.72 vhere the calcuEated maximum pool meEE velocity is $-20K nighez

by using as the fozcing function the calculated dryveEE pressuze (using
NZDM-20320) zathez* than the 4T-measuz'ed dryveEE pzessure. This demonstrates
conservavism heretofoze not apparent because the model/data comparisons in
NEDE-22544-P using "applicatums assumptions" vere pez formed assuming the

measuzed rather than caEcuEated 4T ~eEE pressuze. Therefore, the cuzrent
methodology does pzovide sufficient margin to cover the uncertainties in
the computed pool mreEE velocity.

QUESTION 020. 74

The curz'ent chugging Eoad specification consists of an oscillatory pressure
Eoad derived from a conservative chug in the 4T facility. This loaa includes
the ZSI z elated "ring out" of the test uxzEEs. The actuaE 'Load is an impulsive
Eoad resulting fzom colEapse of steam bubbEes at the exit of the vents. To

confirm that the dizect application of the pressure signal to containment
mEEs is consezvative, additionaE information is needed. ValE pressure
measurements during a conservative chug at the pEane of the vent exit shouEd

be used to construct an impulse Eoad at the vent exit. The 6npulse Load

specification should be used in the coupled, quid-structure analytical model

of tne 4T facility described in NZDE-23720-P to confirm the conservative
nature of the cuz ent chugging unEE load specification.

RZSPONSZ

The concerns expzessed in. this question have been adazessed in the for hcoming

report: "Lead PEant Containment Response to Impzoved Chugging load Definition, "

available in JuEy, 1978.
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NRC QUZSTIONS DATED JUNE 30, 2978, fv'ITH RZSPONSZS

UZSTI'ON 020.76

The supporting progz'am z'epoz't NZDO-22297 incEudes an LTP effoz't to define
main vent condensation submezged structure Eoads. The current DPPR and Eead

pEant pzogram do not incEude a definition for this load. Zither proviae a

Eoad for steam condensation —submerged structure drag foz the STP or justify
deferring this item to the LTP.

BZSPONSZ

The lead plants have developed individuaE methods foz determining these main

vent condensation submerged structuze loads in their plant specific responses

to these questions. A Mzrk II generic program is currently underly to detez-
mine the Eoads due to steam condensation and urill be avaiEable about the fourth
qua tez of 2978. This Progzam uriEE confirm the adequacy of the Eead pEant

assessments and establish a basis foz'he remaining pEants.
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